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ECOLOGY, INNOVATION,
INTEGRATION AND INDUSTRIAL
POTENTIAL.
THE NUMBERS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES.
The Saviola Group is an integrated industrial system that excels
in its reference markets for production capacity, cutting edge
technologies and sustainable ethics.

OUR NUMBERS

HISTORY
1963 • THE STORY BEGINS
Mauro Saviola founded Sadepan with his brother and a cousin.
In a small shed in Viadana, Mantua, in the heart of the Po Valley,
the first particleboard panel was made.

1973 • INTEGRATION AND SYNERGY
Sadepan Chimica was created for in-house production of urea
resins, melamine resins and formaldehyde.
It marks an increasingly integrated industrial reality.

1997 • THE ECOLOGICAL PANEL
From this moment on the Saviola Group has used only post-consumer wood to produce the Ecological Panel, the only particleboard
panel in the world made from 100% recycled wood.

TODAY • THE JOURNEY CONTINUES
The changeover to Alessandro Saviola – who succeeded his father
in 2009 – culminated in early 2011 with the creation of Saviola Holding.
Fifty years from the start of the journey, the eye has always been
to the future.

MISSION
ENVIRONMENT, PEOPLE,

ENVIRONMENT

TERRITORY, QUALITY, INNOVATION.
FIVE WORDS THAT WELL CLARIFY
THE COMPANY’S MISSION.

PEOPLE

WE ARE
The five values that distinguish the Saviola Group are attributable to Corporate Social Responsibility, meaning the belief that a

TERRITORY

company, through its actions, must constantly take the company’s
impact on the territory into account.
• Eco-sustainability, recycling ethics: the heart of the Saviola
Group beats for the environment.

QUALITY

• At the centre of corporate culture are the people, without them
an organisation could not be successful.
• The Group is deep-rooted in its territory of origin, Italy, the Po
Valley, but it can be defined as a global company.

INNOVATION

• Quality for the Saviola Group means exporting what is made in
Italy all over the world, and being a global company in products,
processes, services and relationships.
• Investments in research and development lead to continuing
Innovation in design, technology and materials.

SAVIOLA GROUP

SAVIOLA HOLDING

CHEMISTRY

WOOD

FURNITURE

THE SAVIOLA GROUP
THE SAVIOLA GROUP SYNERGISTICALLY INTEGRATES NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL
COMPANIES FOCUSED ON THREE WORLDS: WOOD, CHEMISTRY AND FURNITURE.

WOOD
PANELS MADE WITH 100% POSTCONSUMER WOOD, IN A SINGLE
PROCESS. USE OF INNOVATIVE
TECHNOLOGIES TO CREATE AN
INFINITE RANGE OF SUPPORTS,
DECORATIONS AND FINISHES.
WITHOUT SACRIFICING A TREE.

CHEMISTRY
RESINS AND FILLERS
TO ACHIEVE
THE HIGHEST PERFORMANCE.
A RANGE OF PRODUCTS
IN CONSTANT EVOLUTION.

FURNITURE
EFFICIENCY, OPTIMIZATION,
TIME TO MARKET, COMPETITIVENESS:
VERTICAL INTEGRATION
SERVING THE MARKET.
FROM RAW MATERIALS TO THE
FINISHED PRODUCT.

INNOVATION
CONTINUED INVESTMENT IN R&D TO
OFFER CUTTING EDGE SOLUTIONS.

ECOLOGY
THE VALUE THAT HAS ALWAYS
GUIDED OUR CHOICES TODAY IS MORE
IMPORTANT THAN EVER.

DESIGN
FORM AND SUBSTANCE:
THE MADE IN ITALY
THAT THE WORLD ENVIES US FOR.

RECYCLING
tons of wood

1,500,000
recycled every year

WOOD
ECOLOGICAL PANEL
The company’s core business is the production of particleboard
panels from post-consumer wood: the Ecological Panel©, is the
first and only to be FSC certified 100% recycled wood, offered to
the market in a practically infinite range of media characteristics,
thicknesses and sizes.

LOW EMISSIONS
The Saviola Group panels respond fully to all regulations in terms
of formaldehyde emissions (E1, EPF-S, CARB II, F ****).
In particular, the LEB© (Lowest Emission Board) Ecological Panel and the IDROLEB Ecological Panel© are particleboard panels
with the lowest formaldehyde emissions in the world.

SURFACES
The specialisation of the Saviola Group can offer the most innovative range of designs and finishes, papers and laminates, edges
and surfaces, perfectly coordinated, available on the market today.

THE SAVIOLA GROUP IS THE LARGEST
COMPANY IN ITALY IN THE PRODUCTION
OF PARTICLEBOARD PANELS
AND FACED PANELS;
THE LARGEST COMPANY IN THE WORLD
IN RECYCLING POST-CONSUMER WOOD.

WOOD
Through the network of Ecolegno collection centres – widespread

THE COLLECTION

in Italy – the Gruppo Mauro Saviola is able to collect every year 1.5
million tons of used wood, which then feeds the manufacturing
process for the production of panels. Wood collection takes place
in collaboration with private companies, municipalities and public
authorities.

This product has a low environmental impact, is recycled and is

UNFINISHED AND FACED PANELS

recyclable. The faced ecological panel, covered with the Gruppo
Mauro Saviola decorations, enhances creativity, aesthetics and
harmony, returning all the warmth and elegance of wood while
respecting the environment.

The Group also manufactures and supplies the market with products that do not have a wood support: among these, decorative
papers and plastic laminates, yet another expression of internal
vertical integration.

PAPERS AND LAMINATES

WOOD
SURFACES AND EDGES

Thermoplastic solutions that due to a high content of Italian design, technological innovation and quality, help to place the company among the “best players” in their sector. The strategic edges
division aims at key factors such as efficiency, flexibility and proactivity to provide complete solutions for panel edging.

SEMIFINISHED AND THIN

The furniture component division is specialised in the production of semifinished products and components for the furniture
industry: sides, bottoms, tops, shelves and dividers made to the
customer’s design.

TRANSPORT

With approximately 100 owned vehicles in compliance with the
new emissions regulations (Euro 5), the Group’s transport and logistics company operates an efficient daily pick-up and delivery
service countrywide.

CUSTOMIZING
tons of resins

850,000
produced every year

CHEMISTRY
FROM INTERNAL DEMAND TO THE GLOBAL MARKET
The chemical division arises from a strong industrial need: integrate upstream the production process of particleboard panel
minimizing the potential environmental impact of the products.

RESINS “MADE TO MEASURE”
The performance of the resin may vary according to the production plant used. That is why the Saviola Group is able to provide
a resin made to measure for each customer. Continuous experimentation on an industrial scale guarantees that customers always have highly efficient products.

SPECIALTIES THAT MAKE A DIFFERENCE
To meet the needs of global markets with harsh weather conditions, the Saviola Group is one of the few manufacturers of powdered resin and paraformaldehyde, transported without problems all over the world.
The Saviola Group is also among the few to offer phenolic resins
and kraft papers, for the production of laminates and for various
uses.

THE SAVIOLA GROUP
IS THE LEADING
ITALIAN MANUFACTURER
– AND AMONG
THE LEADERS IN EUROPE –
OF UREA, MELAMINE AND
PHENOLIC RESINS.

CHEMISTRY
UREA-FORMALDEHYDE RESINS

RESINS FOR WOOD

Ideal for the production of particleboard panels, MDF, plywood, etc.
The features are adapted to the customer’s production plant, always guaranteeing high performance.

UREA-FORMALDEHYDE MELAMINE RESINS
Urea resins modified with melamine so as to have special characteristics, ideal for the production of water-resistant panels.

POWDERED RESINS
In harsh weather conditions, using the liquid product can be difficult. To meet the needs of these markets, Sadepan Chimica is one
of the few exporters of powdered resin.

MF AND UF RESIN PERMEATION
Melamine-ureic resins, with a particular type of concentration for
the impregnation of decorative paper and overlays.

PHENOLIC RESINS
For the production of plastic laminates.

PERMEATION RESINS

CHEMISTRY
FORMALDEHYDE AND PARAFORMALEDHYDE

FORMALDEHYDE
Produced by the reaction between methyl alcohol and methanol,
it is an “historical” chemical base that has use in many fields of
application.

PARAFORMALEDHYDE
An innovative product: it is a solid formaldehyde, concentrated to
93%, which takes the form of flakes, stable, convenient and safe,
eliminating the risks of transporting liquid formaldehyde.

OTHER PRODUCTS

KRAFT AND MELAMINE PAPERS
UREA FORMALDEHYDE PRECONDENSATE
ADDITIVES AND HARDENERS
AMIDIC CATIONIC RESINS
Special resins for water treatment systems.

DESIGNING
R.T.A. furniture

6,000,000
made every year

FURNITURE
GROUP SUMMARY
Furniture is the focus of the Saviola Group’s activity. It closes the
cycle and is the perfect synthesis of vertical integration that characterises it. Each step takes place with total control of the supply
chain and processes, combining efficiency and ecology, beauty
and functionality.

ITALIAN DESIGN FOR EXPORT
The inner core of R&D is a creativity workshop focused on Italian
design applied to R.T.A. furniture: Italian style combined with extreme ease of component assembly. Parts are easy to assemble,
accompanied by clear and simple assembly instructions.

PRODUCTION CAPACITY
The covered area of 103,000 square metres equipped with ultramodern facilities ensure out of the ordinary production capacity:
6,000,000 R.T.A. furniture units made each year. A unique gem in
Europe for potential, technology and innovation.

THE BUSINESS UNIT,
ESTABLISHED IN 2000,
IN A FEW YEARS HAS BECOME A TOP
ITALIAN REALITY IN MANUFACTURING
R.T.A. FURNITURE.

FURNITURE
OFFICE FURNITURE

BEDROOMS

LIVING ROOMS

FURNITURE
MULTIPURPOSE

KITCHENS

BATHROOMS

THIS IS

INNOVATION

INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS
CONTINUOUS INVESTMENT IN RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY
HAS LED THE SAVIOLA GROUP TO EXPAND THE RANGE
OF ITS PRODUCTS AND ACHIEVE NEW MARKET SEGMENTS.

SAZOLENE
The smartest way to bring nitrogen to the field. Sazolene is a revolutionary fertilizer, capable of releasing nitrogen in sync with the
needs of plants. Sazolene has various formulations designed for
the different needs of nutrition, with release times which may vary
from 10 weeks to 9 months. The advantages are many: reduced
use of fertilizer, improved efficiency, cost reduction, respect for
nature and less environmental impact.

SAVIOTAN
A natural product for the livestock and leather industry.
Saviotan tannin is a plant extract from chestnut wood with unique
worldwide properties. For the leather industry, Saviotan is a high
quality natural alternative to using chemical products that have a
greater environmental impact for tanning.
For the livestock industry, Saviotan Feed is a natural astringent
and antiseptic that drastically reduces the use of antibiotics.

DIGITAL PRINTING
The Saviola Group develops decorative elements with original
textures for laminate and melamine. The digital laminate provides unrivaled aesthetic quality in the reproduction of photographs, drawings and logos; it has all the practical requirements
of strength and toughness required for intensive daily use, even in
public places.

EXTRALUX
The Extralux surfaces are exclusive high-gloss solutions that can
create spectacular effects: mirror effects in all the solid colors;
pearly or metallic surfaces with amazing brilliance; play of colours
with tone-on-tone tints or chromatic contrasts; extra transparent
sheets such as crystal with custom-designed prints, thanks to a
technological process developed internally.

SAVIOTOP
Saviotop is an ecological high pressure melamine panel made
with paper impregnated with special resins, which gives surfaces
high resistance to mechanical stress. Given its characteristics,
Saviotop is particularly suitable for preparing work surfaces, in
both the kitchen environment and the office environment.

WHERE ECOLOGY

MEETS DESIGN

ECOLOGY
ECOLOGY IS OUR RAW MATERIAL

RECYCLING

The Saviola Group is the most important processor of waste wood

The companies of the Ecological Panel are the only ones to use

in the world. The production philosophy is based on the recovery

100% recycled wood on the entire range of particleboard panels.

and reuse of a secondary raw material that can be revived and re-

A certified quality production process is unique worldwide, capa-

used without the need to cut down more trees, through a cyclical

ble of treating all waste wood collected (packaging, scraps, bro-

logic economically and ecologically sustainable.

ken furniture, construction site material, etc.).

THE COLLECTION

NOTICE

The capillary network of Ecolegno collection centres is capable of

The Saviola Group has always promoted the reuse of post-con-

finding 1.5 million tonnes of post-consumer wood, which then feed

sumer wood as an alternative to burning or the use of wood as

the production process for preparing the panels. A process that

biomass. Only wood that cannot be recycled – and only that – is

means a savings of 10,000 trees every day, thanks to collaboration

re-used as biomass to self-supply the Group’s plants instead of

with private companies, municipalities, utilities, public authorities.

fossil fuel.

WASTE HIERARCHY - DIRECTIVE 2008/98/EC

A • PREVENTION
B • RE-USE
C • RECYCLING
D • ENERGY
E • DISPOSAL

USEFULNESS
WASTE

ECOLOGY
GREEN PUBLIC PROCUREMENT
The Green Public Procurement (GPP) is a provision adopted by the
European Union encouraging the Public Administration to be concerned about the environmental impact generated by the products they acquire in the course of their work. The use of a panel
with 100% recycled wood, considerably increasing the percentage
of recycled material of the total, facilitates achieving the target
provided for by law.

CARBON STORAGE
Wood is at the top among sustainable materials because, in addition to being a renewable raw material, it has the special ability to
capture and “store” carbon dioxide. It absorbs CO2 naturally in the
forest and saves it as a reservoir once it becomes mobile. Wood
for recycling has a double value because it further extends the life
cycle of the product.

QUALITY
Formaldehyde and LEB. The sensitivity to formaldehyde has increased over time. In this, the Saviola Group has been a pioneer,
always focusing on the safety and quality of their product.
The Ecological Panel, produced for 20 years, has always had values below the minimum allowed even before Europe imposed the
E1 class. The LEB Ecological Panel in particular is the panel with
the lowest formaldehyde emissions worldwide.

ECOLOGICAL PANEL CONSORTIUM
The Saviola Group adheres to the Ecological Panel Consortium
that promotes respect for the environment and re-use of resources, particularly wood. The Consortium is spokesman for these
choices and involves public administrations, schools, consumers
and furniture manufacturers.

RE-USING A RESOURCE
IN A REPEATABLE WAY
IS A FUNDAMENTAL CRITERIA
FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT.

DESIGN
CREATIVE LIBERTY
The Saviola Group production commitment is primarily aimed at
all decorative surfaces, where endless designs and finishes allow
unique combinations.
The designer can freely conceive the most complex type of furniture, designing each component (doors, structures, tops, backs,
edges, drawer bottoms, etc.) without worrying about the aesthetic
coherence that is guaranteed by the integral coordination within
the Saviola Group between materials, finishes and decorations.

DESIGN
FURNISHINGS FOR THE HOME,
OFFICE OR PUBLIC AUTHORITY
BECOME PART OF A NEW QUALITY.
AN ECOLOGICAL QUALITY
THAT FURNISHES.

RESEARCH CENTRE
The internal Research Centre, a creative workshop in constant
dialogue with designers from around the world, transforms the
generation of a new surface into a sort of “artistic” discipline that
combines the most advanced techniques for re-elaborating the
ideas found in nature.
Suitable for any type of surface, the decorative elements explore
the infinite possibilities of effect, nuances, design.
To complete the facing is the fundamental choice of a finish: a
bouquet with dozens of options, like trends, are updated in real
time.

PRODUCTS
WOOD

CHEMISTRY

PANELS:

• unfinished

		

• faced

		

• thin

PAPERS AND LAMINATES
SURFACES AND EDGES
SIMPLY EMOTIONS: DECORATIONS AND FINISHINGS
DIGITAL PRINTING

RESINS FOR WOOD
PAPER PERMEATION RESINS
FORMALDEHYDE AND PARAFORMALEDHYDE
OTHER PRODUCTS: • kraft papers and melamines		
• precondensed urea-formaldehyde
			

• additives and hardeners

FURNITURE

INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS

R.T.A.:

SAZOLENE

• office furniture
• bedrooms
• living rooms
• multipurpose
• kitchens
• bathrooms

SAVIOTAN

SAVIOLA HOLDING S.r.l.
Viale Lombardia, 29 I 46019 I Viadana (MN) I tel: +39 0375 7871 I fax: +39 0375 787300
GRUPPO MAURO SAVIOLA S.r.l.
Viale Lombardia, 29 I 46019 I Viadana (MN) - Italy I tel: +39 0375 7871 I fax: +39 0375 787300
Stabilimenti: Viadana (MN) - Mortara (PV) - Sustinente (MN)
SADEPAN CHIMICA S.r.l.
Viale Lombardia, 29 I 46019 I Viadana (MN) - Italy I tel: +39 0375 7871 I fax: +39 0375 787200
Stabilimenti: Viadana (MN) - Castelseprio (VA) - Trucazzano (MI)
COMPOSAD S.r.l.
Viale Lombardia, 29 I 46019 I Viadana (MN) - Italy | tel: +39 0375 783611 I fax: +39 0375 7836695
SADEPAN LATINO AMERICANA
Av. del Libertador 6250 - Piso 10° I C1428ARS I Buenos Aires, Argentina I tel: +5411 4511 2340 I fax: +5411 4511 2349
SADEPAN CHIMICA N.V.
Henry Fordlaan 68 I 3600 I Genk - BELGIUM I tel: +39 089 360740 I fax: +39 0375 787400
SITECH S.r.l.
Via Alessandrini, 9 I 61020 I Montecalvo in Foglia (PU) - Italy I tel: +39 0722 580620 I fax: +39 0722 580621
SITAPAN S.r.l.
Via Casale, 2 I 31020 I Refrontolo (TV) - Italy I tel: +39 0438 978777 I fax: +39 0438 978605
Stabilimenti: Refrontolo (TV) - Premaor di Miane (TV) - Montelabbate (PU)
SAGE S.r.l.
Viale Lombardia, 29 I 46019 I Viadana (MN) - Italy I tel: +39 0375 7871 I fax: +39 0375 787447
TRASPORTI DELTA
Viale Lombardia, 29 I 46019 I Viadana (MN) - Italy I tel: +39 0375 7871 I fax: +39 0375 787297

for further information:
INFO@GRUPPOSAVIOLA.COM • WWW.GRUPPOSAVIOLA.COM
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SADEPAN CHIMICA N.V. - Genk - BELGIUM

SADEPAN LATINOAMERICANA - Buenos Aires - ARGENTINA

WWW.GRUPPOSAVIOLA.COM

